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Key FeaturesLatest Version: 3 03Canary Mail 3 0 has been redesigned from the ground up to be faster, simpler, and more intuitive.. Every facet of Canary has been designed in accordance with our core philosophy of ensuring complete user privacy and offering reliable and snappy performance.. Never miss important emails **Smart Notifications**Choose to get notifications for important emails only.

You can tag colleagues in messages, purge distractions with its Focused Inbox, and create collaboration groups for your teams.. These include parties which provide services for usage analytics, hosting and backend infrastructure, infrastructure monitoring, and customer support.
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The only scenario in which we will temporarily store this data is if users of Canary Mail for iOS choose to enable Push notifications when they receive email.
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**Custom Thread Actions**Get quick access to the actions that best suit your workflow.. Canary welcomes the arrival of the GDPR The success of our company depends on maintaining the trust of our users and other stakeholders in our ability to deliver a secure and quality product.. This includes information such as the marketing channel from which you learned about and downloaded Canary Mail, how often you use it,
aggregated usage data, and other performance data.. Canary iOS users can instantly delete information stored to deliver Push notifications by disabling notifications or switching to Fetch.. Canary Mail makes this the focus of its approach to your email, baking in end-to-end encryption by default.
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Licence: FreeRated 4/5 By 383 PeopleWhat does Canary Mail do? **Universal**Canary supports all your Gmail, iCloud, Office365, Yahoo, IMAP & Exchange accounts.. Canary Mail 3 0 Pro is free to try for 30 days If you’ve already purchased a previous version of the app, you will retain access to those features that you’ve already paid for.. **Contact Profiles**Access all your Contacts’ emails, files & even social
media profiles in one place.. A summary of our GDPR-compliant policies for the benefit of our customers can be found below.. All of this information is stored on your device and is never transferred to our servers. e10c415e6f 
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